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Abstract

To adapt the low-carbon and green development of electric power industry, and improve the utilization efficiency of wind power and solar power, etc., it’s urgent to build a system of optimizing planning and production simulation technology that incorporated with the variation of wind power and solar power and the enlarging power grid. This work presented the advance in the production simulation technology, focusing on the unit commitment (UC) research under the considerations of new energy and grid security.
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1. Introduction

The main rends of energy development in China are low-carbon and green exploitation, and the primary method is to adjust the structure of energy used to generating electric power. To adapt the low-carbon and green development of electric power industry, and improve the utilization efficiency of wind power and solar power, etc., it’s urgent to build a system of optimizing planning and production simulation technology that incorporated with the variation of wind power and solar power and the enlarging power grid [1-5].

The following content of this paper contains four sections, including 1) advances in the describing technology of power prediction of new energy, and the scenario decreasing technology; 2) advances in the modeling technology of security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC) that considers new energy resources; 3) advances in the algorithm for solving the SCUC models; 4) conclusions of the concerned advances.

2. Describing technology of power prediction of new energy, and the scenario decreasing technology

How to incorporate the generating power prediction information of wind power and solar power into the UC modeling is an exactly new research item. At present, in the researches in China and abroad, the general technology adopted was arranging the unit commitment scheme foundationally according to the determinate generating power prediction curves.

At present, the research about the incorporation of interval prediction and probability density prediction information into the modeling and computation of SCUC models is still rare, and the main problem lies in the progress of the decreasing technology of wind power prediction scenario.

In the study of power prediction of wind power and solar power, the determinative generating power prediction is general, and also the technology of determinate prediction is mature, but with
low precision. As the trends, interval prediction and probability density prediction are becoming the focus of researches. Those three types of prediction information can be formulated as below \([1, 2]\):

\[
\{ P_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}} \}, t = 1, 2, \cdots, T \\
\{ P_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}}, (L_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}}, P_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}}) \}, t = 1, 2, \cdots, T \\
\{ P_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}}, \{( P_{\text{ne}i}, \alpha_i ), ( P_{\text{ne}i}, \alpha_2 ), \cdots ( P_{\text{ne}i}, \alpha_N ) \} \}, t = 1, 2, \cdots, T
\]
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Where, \( P_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}} \) stands for the point prediction value of wind power and solar power at the second \( t \); \( (L_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}}, P_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}}) \) is the 100% prediction interval of wind power and solar power at the second \( t \) based on empirical distribution (under the consideration of the requirements to high reliability for system operation), and \( L_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}}, P_{\text{ne}}^{\text{fcst}} \) are the lower limitation, upper limitation of the interval, respectively; \( P_{\text{ne}i} \) stands for the power value of scenario \( i \) at the second \( t \), \( \alpha_i \) is the occurrence probability of scenario \( i \).

To lighten the computation burden for solving the SCUC models, it’s necessary to decrease the number of power prediction scenario. Although the larger number of scenario could bring the higher precision of computation, also the higher number leads to longer computation time. But if the number of scenario is too low, it’s difficult to ensure the precision of simulation results because of the poor incorporation of the random characteristic of wind power and solar power. So it’s essential for us to utilize proper technology to decrease the number of power prediction scenario.

As the present literature have mentioned, there exists some kinds of method to the goal that using a small quantity of power prediction scenario to approximate the initial scenario with satisfactory quality. In those methods, the Probability Metric \([3]\) is one type with clear physical meaning. The basic idea of Probability Metric is applying the vector norm of scenario as the estimation value for combination of scenario with close distance of vector norm till the number of the remaining scenario is satisfactory.

3. Modeling technology of SCUC that considers new energy resources

The researches of UC problems began in the nineteen forties, and have quite great progress with the advances in optimization theory and computer technology. The general UC models regard the power grid as one electric point equivalently which connected with all the generating units, and the losses of power grid are negligible. In the general models, the constraints primarily are total cost of operation, system concerned and units concerned. The total cost of operation mainly includes fuel cost and start-stop cost of units, sometimes incorporates with the maintenance cost. The constraints mainly includes balance of system active power, spinning reserve requirements, minimal start and stop time of units, active power of units, status of units and units ramping constraints. Besides those general constraints, the environment constraints (emission restriction) could be incorporated into the models if need \([4, 5]\).

The general models of UC problems cannot handle the grid constraints, so the generation plan computed from UC models often can’t meet the basic requirements of safety operation of power grid. The study on SCUC problems is becoming the focus recent years. The constraints of grid security includes capacity of transmission lines, balance of system reactive power, the lower and upper limitation of reactive power of units, voltage magnitude constraints of system electric points, etc.
In the part of SCUC modeling, the researches in China and abroad have showed the trends that considering the grid security constraints, emission restriction, system reserves and new energy resources as a whole. The most sophisticated modeling technology incorporates the determinate, interval and probability density generating power prediction information into the models to describe the uncertainty of wind power and solar power.

The objective function of SCUC with consideration of new energy is minimizing the total operation cost of system in different uncertain scenario which includes the fuel cost and start-stop cost of units. The built model is a large-scale nonlinear mixed integer planning problem which can be formulated as below:

$$
\begin{align*}
\min & \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\mu_i C_{ui} + \nu_i C_{di}) + \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\kappa_i F'_{ui}) + \\
& \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{R} (P_{curtail \_i \_t} \Delta TC_{curtail}) + \\
& \sum_{k=1}^{n_k} \alpha_k \left[ \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\kappa_i F'_{d \_i \_k}) + \\
& \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{R} (P_{curtail \_i \_t \_k} \Delta TC_{curtail}) \right]
\end{align*}
$$

Where, $N$ is the number of conventional units; $\mu_i$ and $\nu_i$ is 0-1 integer variables, stand for the unit status shifts of start and stop, $\mu_i = 1$ stands for the status shift from stop to start of unit $i$ at second $t$, $\nu_i = 1$ stands for the status shift from start to stop of unit $i$ at second $t$; $C_{ui}$ is the start cost of unit $i$; $C_{di}$ is the stop cost of unit $i$. As besides, in formula (4), the curtailments of new energy are incorporated into the objective function as the slack variables to research the economical curtailments of wind power and solar power which can increase the economic value of system operation and enlarge the range of feasible resolution for UC problems.

In formula (4), $\kappa_i$ is 0-1 integer variable which stands for the start-stop status of units (1-start, 0-stop); $F'_{ui}$ stands for the generating cost of unit $i$ at second $t$ under the determinate generating power prediction of wind power and solar power; $R$ is the layout region of wind power and solar power units which can be divided by new energy resources or by influx of new energy power; $P_{curtail \_i \_t}$ is the curtailment capacity of wind power and solar power in region $i$ at second $t$; $\Delta T$ is the time interval of dispatching; $C_{curtail}$ stands for the cost of new energy curtailments; $n_k$ is the number of power prediction scenario; $F'_{d \_i \_k}$ stands for the generating cost of unit $i$ at second $t$ under the prediction scenario $k$; $P_{curtail \_i \_t \_k}$ is the curtailment capacity of wind power and solar power in region $i$ at second $t$ under the prediction scenario $k$.

4. Algorithm for solving the SCUC models

The SCUC models with considerations of new energy are very difficult to solve. To split the difference between computation efficiency and precision, there’re two type of idea to solve the SCUC problems, one is modeling simplification, and the other one is computation decomposition.

The method of simplifying the models is often applying the DC flows to replace the AC flows. The start point of this method is that UC problems mainly consider the active power of units, and the flow power in the grid is primary the active power, so it’s theoretical correct to replace the AC flows with DC flows with the assumption that the reactive power reserves are abundant. But this method is just an approximate technique, so the resolution may have deviation for satisfying...
the grid security. To make up the shortage of the mentioned technique, researchers have inducted the two-order network model which could approximate the AC flows with higher precision, and also could consider the active power losses of transmission lines.

The method of decomposing the computation is mainly the Benders algorithm and its derivative method. The basic idea of this method is decomposing the SCUC into conventional UC problem and security constrained check. The step of security constrained check is the judgement condition of loop out the computation which is called indirect method with low constraining performance. Some researchers proposed that add the flow constraints based on DC flows as the form of Lagrange multiplier into objective function which be called direct method, so the grid security constraints could be satisfied along the computation process. Compared with the indirect method, direct method has better contingency performance and optimization effect, but because of the incorporation of Lagrange multipliers, the scale of problem is enlarged.

About the bottom algorithm of SCUC problem, the traditional algorithms are the complete enumeration method, priority method, dynamic programming method, but the computation efficiency and precision of the algorithms mentioned above can’t meet the requirements of large-scale SCUC problems. Lagrange relaxation method, branch and bound method, interior point method and artificial intelligent method are promising, but still have a lot work to ensure the computation efficiency and precision of large-scale SCUC problems.

5. Conclusions

With the development of wind power and solar power, and the interconnection of power grid, how to incorporate the variation of new energy and the grid security constraints into the UC problems becomes the research focus.

From the present research literature, some advances have been reached in the fields of describing technology of power prediction of new energy, the scenario decreasing technology, the modeling technology of SCUC that considers new energy resources and the algorithm for solving the SCUC models.

For the next step, still a lot of work need to do in the key fields of scenario decreasing technology and the algorithm for solving the SCUC models.
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